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Mayors for Peace / PNND launch the Basel Appeal
NFLA media
releases –
January 2019:

(On NFLA
website.)
•

Mayors,
councillors and
MPs call on US &
Russia to
negotiate on INF
Treaty

• NFLA seeks
clarification on
‘near miss’
between nuclear
submarine and
passenger ferry
in Irish Sea
• NFLA argues safe
decommissioning and a
renewable future
is best way
forward post
Wylfa B
• NFLA publishes
Irish transboundary Wylfa B
model response
• NFLA prepares
for key safety
briefing to the
Scottish
Parliament
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ICAN Scotland & UK meetings / Bike for Peace world tour
Letters to the
media, January
2019: (emailed to

Secretary

Scotland in encouraging

attended meetings of

Council and university

members)

the ICAN Scotland and

pension funds to divest

Cooperation in supporting

the ICAN UK Steering

from nuclear weapons.

the ICAN Cities Appeal

• NFLA support
joint letter to US
and Russian
Governments
• Government
should look at
the other ‘white
elephants’ in
energy policy
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NFLA gives its alternative vision to SEPA’s nuclear plan
NFLA has submitted its

ions to ensure impacts

sustainable

The NFLA has submitted its views to the
House of Lords International Relations Select Committee inquiry
into nuclear weapons
policy and the NPT.

views to SEPA on its

are minimised.

and that the ‘nuclear

The inquiry comes at
a time when nuclear
weapon treaties are
under stress, putting
wider pressure on the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).
There is also the
separate development
of the Treaty for the
Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons, which NFLA
strongly supports.

Scotland.

The NFLA response
calls for greater effort
to promote a multilateralist approach to
nuclear disarmament.
The response is on
the NFLA website.

Scottish Nuclear Sector
Plan, advocating safe
decommissioning

and
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promote a renewable

waste hierarchy’ needs
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waste management. It
can be found on the
NFLA website.

Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members
NFLA Steering
Committee and NFLA
English Forum / SC
joint seminar with
Mayors for Peace and
ICAN, Manchester
Central Library,
February 8th

NFLA Scotland
Forum business
meeting and AGM,
Glasgow City
Chambers, February
15th

The NFLA All Ireland
Forum and NFLA
Welsh Forum
meetings are being
planned for March
and early April –
dates and locations
tbc

